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While I wasn’t there for the entire week, I had a great time. I made a number of new friends and ran 
into others I haven’t seen in awhile. Monday was mainly “spend money day,“ a very easy thing to do 
at convention with many vendors, selling every type of cave related item you can imagine. Tuesday 
was the only day I made it caving. I tagged along with Cynthia and Grant Spoering and Clayton 
Russell to Railroad Cave and Tunnel Cave. On Wednesday, I spent half the day at the Cooperative 
Projects Between Cavers, State Surveys, Agencies and NGO’s session, which included excellent 
presentations given by Scott House and other Cave Research Foundation members. I spent the 
remainder of the day wandering around the Waynesville High School with caver friends. On 
Thursday morning, I gave a mostly successful presentation on how to create 
photosynths, using some of my own as examples. I also went over some tips and tricks related to 
creating photosynths while caving. After my presentation, I headed to the Buffalo River in Arkansas 
to spend the remainder of the weekend helping survey a cave with a team that included cavers 
from Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky and New Zealand. The group ended up surveying over 2400’ of 
passage with just two teams. It was a perfect way to end convention week activities.   

I’d like to take this opportunity to mention how pleased I am to see so many of this year’s new 
members actively participating in grotto activities. Some of you have been on just about every 
caving trip we’ve had. Your willingness to learn new things is refreshing. I hope a lot of you stick 
around and turn your interest into something you are very passionate about.   

In the coming months, I plan on focusing my attention once again on Barry County. I’d like to get all 
of Butler Hollow ridge walked, if possible, and will need volunteers. On past Barry County trips, we 
have been walking only along the bench, looking for caves coming out of the Pierson Limestone. If I 
can get volunteers, I’d like to have one or two people walking above the bench to make sure we’re 
not missing any caves that have entrances starting above the Pierson. Butler Hollow Cave is a good 
example of what we could be missing by just walking the bench. I hope to have some of you join me 
on these trips. Some will be day trips, others may be weekend trips. The area is beautiful to hike, so 
even on days when we don’t find new caves; we still see some great scenery.   

Hopefully this next quarter of the year is as productive as the last one. I look forward to seeing you 
all underground soon or at least, see you looking for new ways to get underground. 

Matt Bumgardner 

President’s Column 

So, it seems that its time for another issue of 
Subterranean Journeys, which means it’s also time to 
write another President’s Column.  

For the first time since 1997, the 2015 NSS Convention 
was held in Missouri, July 13-17. Many Missouri cavers, 
including SPG members attended, gave presentations, 
entered maps and photographs in the Salons and  took 
advantage of numerous cave trips.    
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My Premier Trip – Big Bear Cave 

By Paul Folbré 

"So I'm heading to Springfield’s Great Outdoor Days to check out this caving group, you wanna 
join?" my friend Luke Buzzard asked. 

His inquiry was my first introduction to caving. Now, I didn't take Luke up on his offer, typical 
American corporate being that I am, I was too busy. 

I couldn't tell you what I did instead, but I can now confirm whatever it was, it probably wasn’t 
better than joining him that day. A few months later, Luke asked again if I would be interested 
in tagging along on a "Great Cave Adventure." This time, after short deliberation, I obliged. Luke 
informed me that the trip was going to be a short one to Ozark where we would visit this ultra-
secret cave spot. I had to take an oath of secrecy and give up my first-born (not having kids, the 
joke was on these guys) to be part of the trip. After talking about what I was going to need and 
when the trip was going to take place - past the point of no return - he informed me that it 
wasn’t Ozark where we were going, but Ozark County. Suddenly, what I thought was going to be 
a 15-minute drive had turned into a 1.5-hour drive. Not only that, we had to be up early and we 
were going to pick up another person on the way. 

Great! Now we're heading to the backwoods with a bunch of people I don't know and going into 
a cave that I can't tell anyone where to find us. This was certainly not only my first cave trip, but 
also the last trip I would ever make. All of this compounded with my fear of the unknown really 
tested my manliness. But I wasn't going to back down. I had something to prove to myself and 
to everyone I know. I AM the next great explorer! 

"Oh, and the name of the cave is Big Bear Cave," said Luke as we wrapped up our travel plans. 

Done. Just done. Yank my man card and let me stay home. I will mow grass. That's safe and it 
will make the wife happy. 

The morning of the scheduled trip rolled around and I drove out to meet everyone at the south 
side Wal-Mart in Springfield. I had no clue what kind of people we were meeting or what I was 
getting myself into. 

I pulled up to Luke's truck where he was talking with a couple people. I jump out of the car 
trying to hide my "excitement" and introduced myself. I immediately started bombarding the 
two people I didn't know with tons of questions: 

"How long have you been caving?" 

"How many caves have you been in?" 

"What are the chances of dying in a cave?" 

"Am I going to die in this cave?" You know, the typical questions you ask any time you try 
something new. 

Shortly after my interrogation, we piled into our vehicles and hit the road. After a stop to pick 
up our fellow caver, we soon reached our destination. 

 



 
Big Bear Cave – My Initiation Begins 

We geared up. Me? I was well unequipped with my duck taped jeans, leather hunting boots, 
long sleeve tee, a size too big and all borrowed essentials. Off we marched down the hill. We 
reach what I thought was a rest spot and then Charley hit the deck. I thought he was dodging 
a bug but no, he was lying down to enter the cave. I was awestruck. I stood there in silence 
as all four of them entered the cave through this tiny golf-ball sized hole in the side of the 
hill. I had just enough time to think "Do I walk up the hill now, or do I follow?" 

Hands and knees, here we go. I followed the flashes of light in front of me hoping that I was 
heading in the right direction. I belly crawled for what felt like an eternity (probably 15 feet) 
until I lost lights. "Just keep going. You're getting close," I kept thinking. Thud. My helmet hit 
Luke's boot. The others stood there staring as I extended my 15-ft belly crawl to about 30 
feet, for no reason. I jumped to my feet like I knew what I was doing and listened as Jon told 
me about the cave. 

"Welcome to Big Bear Cave. This is a maze cave. It extends close to 3000 feet, but you're 
never more than 600 feet from the entrance. There are a lot of things to see here so keep 
your eyes open and follow me. We are going to be surveying a section of the cave today so 
you will get to see some work in progress. You're welcome to join if you choose to." 

 

Charley Young 

 

Awesome. A maze cave - 
definitely getting lost down 
here and we are being put to 
work. It's the weekend man, 
and where is this treasure 
you are trying to find with 
this survey?! 

I followed the group as we 
snaked through tall, skinny 
passages and slid down some 
slippery embankments. I just 
kept my mouth shut and eyes 
open.  

Jon pointed out a few pipistrelle bats along the way and Roy introduced me to some dolomite 
crystals and box formations. This was starting to get interesting. I never knew the normal 
ground I had walked on for so many years had so much to offer beneath the surface. Our group 
continued through tight passages and into many dome rooms. We veered off-course here and 
there to show the newcomer some beautiful parts of the cave and to take advantage of some 
educational moments. My new friends treated me like I was one of the crew. Set aside the fact 
that I didn't know squat and was so overwhelmed with the view and I still probably missed half 
of the teachings.  

Our First Survey Station 

We reached our first survey station, noted by the smallest of markings on the wall. Even after 
they pointed it out, I had no clue where it was. I thought it must be some caver-talk not  yet 
familiar to me. 
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Jon handed me one of the 
tapes that he had hauled in 
and said "Here ya go. Grab 
that end and walk it toward 
Roy and Charley." I did as told 
and went along with the 
game plan. I had to earn my 
keep.  

 

 

Charley Young 

We were on a roll! We stretched 
tape, measured and moved on to 
the next station. Once we had the 
routine down, it was time for Jon 
to sketch it all out. While he was 
doing that, Roy and Charley took 
us under their wings and guided 
us through this marvel of a cave. 
We stumbled across many slimy 
salamanders, multiple pipistrelle 
bats and many cave formation 
that had my mind running. Once 
Luke and I were cut loose, I felt 
like a kid who had been 
unleashed amongst the world’s 
largest jungle gym. 

Once the tape was in place, Jon 
performed this crazy contortion to 
get his survey tool in place and 
then rattled off some numbers. 
This was quickly followed by a call 
for Luke to take the tool, walk it 
over to my side of the tape and 
prepare for a lesson.  

For the next 30 minutes, Jon 
instructed Luke and me on how to 
use the Suunto Tandem properly. 
We failed on multiple attempts to 
get our numbers to match until 
one moment it all finally clicked.  

Left: Surveying Big Bear Cave. 
Roy Gold calls out the 
measurement and Jon Beard 
makes the notation. Photo: 
Charley Young  

Charley Young 

Charley Young 

Above: Big Bear Cave Boxwork 

Big Bear Cave Formation Passage 
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I Was Hooked!  

Luke and I spent awhile crawling through tight passages, turning left, turning right, with no final 
destination in mind. We were officially exploring Big Bear Cave. I had never felt this kind of 
excitement and contentment with an activity before. I knew caving is what I wanted to do from 
then on.  

Later, we gathered in a dome room just outside the area we helped Jon survey previously. We 
sat, discussing the hobby with Roy and Charley as Jon wrapped up his sketching. As we were 
gathered, Roy pointed out that the area between all of us - an approximately 6 foot diameter 
scraping of the cave floor - was the reason for the naming of the cave. It was a bear bed! What I 
had feared prior to entering the cave had now become a wonder to me.  

Our ears were blessed with many more stories of caving once Jon joined us.  

No Talking Needed 

At one point, as we all sat there, resting, I realized we reached a point where no talking was 
needed to entertain one another. Our eyes just took in all they could. Deep sighs and smiles 
filled the dome room. I looked at Jon, Roy and Charley, amazed that they had seen so many 
caves in their lives, yet Big Bear Cave still brought back memories they told us about and that 
the expressions on their faces verified. 

After the trip, I decided that caving is what I am going to do in my spare time, how I am going to 
give back. How can I not? Caving is truly a win-win situation.  

I hope reading my story reminds you of the first cave you encountered. I also hope that it was as 
heartwarming and sentimental as my experience and strongly suspect it was. Remember that 
many people will never have the opportunity to share the experience of caving with us. Grab a 
newbie and get them underground. You never know how much it will change their life. 

 

Left to right: Luke Buzzard, Paul Folbré, Jonathan Beard, Roy Gold.  
Photo: Charley Young 
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Breakdown Cave Silt  

By Jonathan B. Beard, NSS 21408-RL (CO-FE) 

Once upon a time, the James River was a clear-running, clean, gravel-floored stream with a 
rich riparian corridor along its vegetated banks. The entrance to Breakdown Cave rested some 
20 feet above the normally quiescent flow of the river below, perched on a steep, wooded 
hill. The river was flowing west, then south, attempting to find its way off the Springfield 
Plateau and onto the Salem Plateau on its way to joining the White River not far from present-
day Cape Fair. 

On the floor of the Breakdown Cave’s Main Room, situated about eight feet above its lower 
levels, there is an average of a half-inch (up to four inches in old, dry, filled rimstone pools) of 
light-beige-colored loess. The rimstone pools are a stopping point on the high school science 
and college speleology classes that I guide through the cave on educational field trips. The 
loess is a non-sticky, fine-but-gritty, powdery substance often called rock flour. Loess is rock, 
ground finely by glacial ice scraping along rock surfaces of various kinds where glaciers were 
known to exist during the “ice ages.” However, glaciers (glacial periods are named after states 
that were glaciated, e.g. the Wisconsin Glacial Period, the Nebraskan Glacial Period, etc) never 
invaded southwest Missouri. 

 

So, if the Illinoisan Glaciers never invaded southwest Missouri or the Kansan Glaciers, etc., 
then how in the world did loess get into Breakdown Cave? I swear I didn’t put it there. 
Yep, it literally fell out of the sky. The fine glacial dust was wafted into the air every time 
the cold northern winds blew across northern Missouri, Kansas, etc., the dust settling on 
all surfaces in places like southwest Missouri. Then, all it took was a good rain to wash the 
loess down the hillsides and into creeks and rivers, and if those rivers, by chance, flooded,  
here comes the loess, suspended in water and into Breakdown Cave where it had the 
chance to settle out and cover the floor of the Main Room. 
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There is very little or no other material in the loess but the loess itself. There is no sticky, 
chocolate-brown colored mud; there appear to be no sand particles or minute bits of gravel. It 
feels like Gold Medal All-Purpose baking flour when rubbed between fingers, but I wouldn’t 
recommend baking with it. 

Man Sets the Scene for Destructive Erosion 

Millennia followed. Then, modern man came along. He cut the forests down to make space for 
row crops, cattle or to sell the timber. He was unregulated, so his ranching practices were 
whatever suited him, whatever he was capable of doing with his monetary and physical 
resources. With reduced vegetation cover in the crop fields, erosion of the topsoil increased. 
With reduced vegetation in the areas deforested for pasture, erosion of the topsoil was 
increased. Untold numbers of cattle in and around surface drainages ate or stomped the 
vegetative cover in riparian corridors alongside the streams, reducing the plant cover and 
increasing erosion of the stream banks, baring vast areas of soil zones for rapid and destructive 
erosion. Livestock in riparian zones also added considerable urine and fecal matter to the 
streambeds. 

Increased soil erosion was catastrophic for the farmer (his rich topsoil was rapidly eroded away 
during major rain events) and catastrophic for the streams. Without stable river banks, without 
plant cover to hold the soil and gravels in place along hillsides and river bottoms, every flood 
event added countless quantities of chocolate-brown colored silt and gravel into the streams and 
after the streams settled down, the silt was deposited on the stream bottoms. 

How Farming and Its Practices Affect Water Quality 

The added urine and fecal material to the streams increased nutrient to the streams to create 
and maintain algal blooms that made the streams an olive green color in appearance. 

Typical farming practices utilize manmade chemicals (hereinafter referred to as “chemicals”). 
Pesticides and herbicides are used to reduce insect pests and undesirable competitive plants 
(weeds) both of which are capable of reducing crop yields (sometimes substantially). Chemical 
fertilizers are used to increase crop yields by replacing essential nutrients removed by previous 
years of farming. 

What may have been clear, clean, gravel-bottomed streams free of manmade chemicals in 
southwest Missouri had become opaque green, silted, chemically tarnished streams. 

Ah, but the urban dwellers are not without responsibility. There are two topics to cover here. 

First are man’s own effluent of waste and chemicals that also have been leached into Ozarks 
streams. In and around Springfield, there are several abandoned landfills used to dispose of all 
manner of waste. Before regulations were put in place to prevent dangerous toxic materials from 
polluting the groundwater, springs and surface streams, they were dumped into the landfills 
along with what were acceptable materials even after regulations were in place. All of this 
material is slowly, gradually leaching out of the landfills and into Ozarks waterways. Hydrologists 
like to say “What is placed in the ground must eventually come back up.”   

There are “sanitary” sewage systems in place in urban areas, but these do not release pure 
water. They simply process wastewater into acceptable, permitted levels of water quality. Still, it 
is water I would prefer not drink. Table Rock Lake has the honor of receiving Springfield’s treated 
water, so best of luck to the citizens of Stone County or, for that matter, anyone fishing for 
bottom feeding fish in the Lake. 
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Results of Permeable Surface Acreage Reduction 

Second issue related to urban dwellers is reduction of permeable surface acreage in which rainwater 
would be absorbed into the ground. As people built homes and buildings for whatever businesses 
they owned (barns, factories, stores, etc.) and paved streets, roads and highways, each created 
impervious surfaces preventing rainwater absorption into the ground and creating additional surface 
runoff of rainwater. In a city the size of Springfield (roughly 100 square miles), that’s a lot of buildings 
and paved streets in which water simply has no other alternative but to run into storm sewers that 
empty into surface drainages like nobody’s business. Flooding is more frequent and more intense than 
it would otherwise have been. 

 

More to the point: 

 The water is dirtier than it ever was prior to man’s developments, not clean, leaving silt, 
effluent and chemical residues wherever it goes. 

 The streams flood their valleys and adjacent caves with greater frequency, perhaps 
including places that have not seen floodwaters in many millennia. 

Why am I relating all of this? Let’s go back to Breakdown Cave. 

As explained previously, commonly, there is half an inch and four inches of loess deposited on the 
floor of the Main Room. Several times during the 32-years I have been managing this gated cave, the 
James River has overflowed its banks and back-flooded Fitzpatrick Cave nearly to its fairly uniform 
ceiling and from there, through a humanly impassible flowstone constriction, into Breakdown Cave’s 
main level, inundating its lower levels completely. 

This water is not clean, clear water. It is muddy water and it ponds in Breakdown Cave. In still or 
nearly still water, the silt and clay settle out, blanketing the floor with about a quarter to half inch of 
gooey material that visually resembles chocolate pudding, but probably not very tasty or nutritious. 
The material eventually dries to a paper-thin veneer of sticky, milk chocolate colored silt. Still not 
tasty or nutritious I would think. 

I expect there have been hundreds if not thousands of similar flooding events for Breakdown Cave in 
its past several thousand years, since the last quantity of pure loess was deposited in the cave. Thus, 
I would expect several inches of chocolate-colored silt to cover the light beige loess. After all, it’s 
been a very long time since glacial dust has been blown onto the Ozarks from the northwest. 

River Cabin, on the grounds at Breakdown Cave, built 
in 1948, never flooded until 2015. Water was still 
rising when the photo above was taken. Photo: Jon 

James River jumps its banks again. July 11, 2015.  
Photo: KY3 TV News 
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And here’s the problem (only took me four pages to get to the point!). The milk-chocolate colored 
silt, which is thick and sticky to the touch most of the year, is only about an eighth of an inch or 
thinner in most places. That’s less than 25 or so dry, paper-thin residues’ worth of James River 
flooding events SINCE THE LAST LOESS WAS DEPOSITED. 

Did  the light switch turn on? 

If I’m not chasing a wild goose, this would mean the sticky, chocolate-colored silt is all or nearly all 
RECENT stuff. It is my contention that it is all during the last 150 years and all or nearly all due to 
man’s farming and urban activities. More silt due to more erosion of topsoil as explained 
previously with flooding more often and more extreme as I said, all due to man and his activities. 

And, I haven’t even addressed whether the siltation of the James River is a good thing or a bad 
thing to cave critters (think of the pesticides, herbicides and synthetic fertilizers). 

There are about 100 historical sites where the Ozark cavefish has been documented in southwest 
Missouri and adjacent counties in Arkansas and Oklahoma. Since 1984 (31 years), only about 24 of 
these have had cavefish documented (and there are a few “new” additional sites documented due 
to recent discoveries, some by this author). “Something” has reduced the number of reliable 
cavefish sites—water pollution (e.g. farm and urban chemicals)? Sewage effluent degradation of 
the water quality? Human disturbance around springs and caves where the cavefish were 
previously sited?  How about siltation of groundwater conduits and caves due to agricultural 
practices?  Perhaps all of the above? 

Well, if it’s due to animal husbandry (cattle, hogs, poultry, horses), what can be done about it?  Do 
we just continue adding pollutants and silt to our waterways (above and below ground) and 
continue to see the degradation of our aquatic species? OR is there a way to raise livestock and 
live in cities that reduces the negative impact on water and all of the places water travels? 

Perhaps livestock should not be permitted within 200 feet of any surface drainage (ditch, hollow, 
creek or river, dry or running water). The result:  Improved riparian corridors, less erosion, less 
farm effluent washing into the streams, less silt washing into streams. 

Cities, as do children, must grow up. Instead of creating new buildings and additional paved roads, 
we should be building upward to reduce the rate of increase in impervious surfaces. A 200-foot 
wide and long building one story high has about the same impervious area as a 200-foot wide and 
long building five stories high. Also important, no new paved roads are needed to provide access 
to the upward expansion of the building versus making additional 200-foot wide buildings and 
added streets to accommodate more businesses. The result:  Reduction in the growth of surface 
runoff due to increased human habitation and businesses. 

In summary, I believe the addition of brown silt to Breakdown Cave is a recent set of events and 
those who live and work in the James River basin have the ability to reduce or halt the increase in 
storm runoff and degradation of water quality to this important stream, while still doing business 
and living within this watershed. If we continue to increase the building of impervious surface 
areas, catastrophic flooding events will continue to increase in quantity and in intensity both to 
the harm to people who live and work in the valleys as well as the cave fauna that depend on silt-
free, non-polluted water. 
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Kettle Cave 

By Jonathan Beard, NSS 21408-RL (CO-FE) 

About McDonald County 

McDonald County is exotic in some ways when contrasted to the rest of Missouri. Its neighbor to 
the north, Newton County, and McDonald County, are the only counties in Missouri which drain 
to the west, directly into Oklahoma to contribute to Grand Lake of the Cherokees. So, in a way, 
when you are caving in these counties, you are caving in an extension of the Oklahoma Ozarks as 
topography and climate know no political boundaries. It is a slightly drier, warmer, sun baked part 
of the Ozarks, known in Oklahoma as the Cherokee Ozarks. 

McDonald County is different. The southern part of the county is very rugged with deep valleys 
and lots of floatable streams flowing west and converging into the master stream, the Elk River. In 
the pre-Branson days, the area had lots of resorts and tourism was a main industry. Commercial 
caves abounded (Truitt’s Cave, Wind Cave, Ozark Wonder Cave, Bluff Dwellers Cave just to 
mention a few), vacation cottages dotted the roadsides and canoe/johnboat liveries were 
everywhere. To be sure, Bluff Dwellers Cave is still open, local eateries, cottages and canoe 
liveries are still around, but Branson and faster, four-lane divided highways have taken much of 
the focus away from the region’s tourism business perhaps. The area is quaint, and worth the visit 
to enjoy, even if only driving around to enjoy the scenery. 

However, despite the exotic feel for McDonald County, it has one thing common to Barry, Stone, 
Christian and other southwest Missouri counties: It has the Pierson Limestone! 

Introduction to Kettle Cave 

This cave has actually been in the Missouri cave files for nearly 60 years. As Jerry Vineyard 
reported in 1957: “The (cave) name comes from the most interesting of the three openings, which 
is more than a hole in a bluff that opens into a smooth walled room that has two domes in it that 
resemble overturned kettles.” I was only slightly disappointed it wasn’t named after movie 
characters Ma and Pa Kettle  (For a very funny two minutes, find the YouTube video where Ma 
and Pa teach math.) 

I was introduced to Kettle Cave as part of Kirsten Alvey-Mudd’s (Missouri Bat Census) check of 
bats in McDonald County on January 5, 2015 in which Kirsten, Sarah Cook (of Neosho) and I 
checked Wind Cave and Henson Cave before Kirsten and I checked Kettle Cave. None of the bats 
seen in this southwest Missouri county had any visual signs of WNS, but it is found in southwest 
Missouri and northwest Arkansas, so we can assume it is just a matter of time before WNS is in 
every Ozarks county. 

The first two caves Kirsten, Sarah and I checked deserve some mention. Although Wind Cave is 
listed as a cave developed in the Compton Limestone, only its outer downstream half is. As one 
goes through the cave, it extends upward into the Pierson Limestone and in some of the 
breakdown domes, the ceilings consist of the Reeds Spring Formation. It’s a classic Pierson cave 
anyway!  Henson, the county’s second longest mapped cave, begins in the Reeds Spring in large 
breakdown passages, then descends into sets of meandering vadose canyons in the Pierson, and 
then drops dramatically into a wide stream passage in the Compton. 

As Kirsten was announcing her visit to the Kettle Cave owner, Troy Henson, she introduced him to 
me and plans were made for me to survey the cave later in the winter. The key word is winter.  
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February was very harsh and snowy after a record high temperature early in the month, but when 
March rolled around, things brightened up. The sun came out and the snow melted 

The Survey Begins 

On March 6, Lonnie Batson and I traveled down to McDonald County with the hope I could 
remember where Kettle Cave was. Actually found it with only one minor wrong turn, so I gave 
myself an A- grade overall. I briefly chatted with Mr. Henson to announce our arrival and then I 
parked the car opposite the cave entrance across the streambed on the side of the road. 

We ambled to the entrance, perched about 30 feet above the babbling brook below and prepared 
for the mapping process. We took one shot just inside the dripline to sketch a 60-foot wide 
entrance to what appears to be a boulder-choked low, wide shelter not much different than the 
overhangs that exist up and down the hollow. Such is the way it usually is when the Pierson 
Limestone is exposed in hollows and valleys. While I sketched in the boulders, Lonnie crawled 
further into the cave, popping up from a hole in time to mark a station and stretch the survey tape 
for the first shot into the cave. 

After this first shot, one would realize that Kettle Cave is more than a shelter, but for over 60 feet, 
it still isn’t showing its true character. It is very low, very wide and one crawls on large, flat slabs of 
breakdown. One might think the entire cave is but a breakdown-determined bedding plane—
nothing to write home about. But then, suddenly, the cave is a whole different cave. From this 
point on, vertical joints determine the path of cave development and the character of the cave. 

In just a few more feet, the ceiling height changes from two feet to 30. The rest of the day would 
be spent mapping tall, vaulted passage, dripping water almost everywhere. We saw several 
hibernating pips perched along the walls out of the paths of drips, covered in dew drops that 
foretold us they had been deep asleep for quite a while. In another month or so, it would be time 
for them to become active and start another season of eating insects with voracious appetites. 
Good for them, ‘cause I don’t like those bugs anyway. 

At first, we mapped to the southeast until we reached the main joint of the cave, a more-or-less 
north-south passage. We turned to the north in a passage 40 feet tall, up an aluminum ladder, up 
over large blocks of breakdown into a straight-as-an-arrow horizontal passage that eventually 
pinched out after more than 100 feet. The walls consist of the Pierson Formation, are well-fluted at 
times and there are a couple of places where speleothems have developed in later times. 

Around 3 p.m., I decided we had accomplished enough for a day of mapping.  I told Lonnie, who 
served as lead tape and backsight instruments, that we had only just begun. The main passage 
going south was several hundred feet long and had more than its share of tall dome pits. 

Second Day 

The next survey trip to Kettle occurred on March 16 when Lonnie and I returned to the same 
parking spot. The spring rainy season had already begun and the creek had risen somewhat, but we 
managed to keep dry feet anyway by wearing tall rubber boots. Our survey began at the edge of a 
fluted wall and went almost straight south into the cave’s longest passage. The passage is mostly 
narrow, but there are occasional wide places. Not only were the walls fluted, but there was plenty 
of evidence of lateral vadose water movement along the floor, causing several small meanders in 
the bedrock walls and floor. 

The floor undulated in other places with relatively tall passages heights alternating with short 
crawlways where the floor level had risen due to breakdown, meander cutting or clastic filling. 
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Kettle Cave Flowstone Photo: Jonathan Beard  

 

Lonnie Batson crawls in one of the brief crawls 
along the main passage.  Photo: Jonathan Beard  

Day Three of the Survey 

The objective of our trip on April 13th was to 
complete the complex entrance area and then 
get as far as we could in the main passage. 
Lonnie and I had slow going in mapping the 
impressive tall dome immediately to the right 
as we entered the main cave. Multiple levels, 
large blocks of breakdown meant for some 
challenging sketching to do. The 36-foot dome 
was clean, totally absent of mud and the floor 
had a nice rounded bedrock basin. I decided to 
call it the Waterfall Dome even though only a 
small drip was falling at that time. Lonnie found 
that there were at least three climbable/
crawlable loops amongst breakdown-
determined routes that complicated my sketch 
and consumed time. Eventually I was satisfied 
with my depiction of the area and we turned 
our attention to the nearly straight-as-an-arrow 

As we began surveying from our previous March end-point, the floor began playing tricks with us. 
It would slope upward, requiring us to crawl for short stretches, descend again and in some cases, 
drop dramatically in small, joint-determined pits. While that was going on, I could peer into 
meandering cut-outs near the floor. All of this would be easy enough to sketch in a wide passage, 
but when the passage is only four feet wide or so, how much detail could I include in the sketch? 

Sketching went reasonably fast (for me), and by 
3:00 p.m. I had decided I had sketched enough 
for one day. We did poke ahead so I could show 
Lonnie the impressive dome pits that await 
another survey session, at least two of which 
would need an extension ladder to negotiate. 

Side Trip to Bluff Dwellers Cave 

After returning to the car, we drove to Bluff 
Dwellers Cave not far away as Ben Miller, who 
had surveyed the cave a few years ago, had 
requested that I obtain some additional data 
such as dome heights and determination of 
how rock units related to the cave. I believe this 
is the only current show cave developed 
primarily in the Pierson Limestone (part of 
Marvel Cave’s entrance room contains a section 
in the Pierson). It is McDonald County’s longest 
cave known at a bit over half a mile. Lonnie and 
I took our measurements and then made the 
trip back home. 
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 We stopped at a very noticeable wall projection, figuring that station would be recoverable for the 
next survey session. We looked again at the dome pits beyond the survey and confirmed that we 
would indeed need a ladder to climb down, reposition at the other end of the dome pit to climb up 
the opposite side to gain access to yet another dome pit. 

Final Survey Session 

Joining Lonnie and me on May 25th were Lonnie’s friend Jeff Hall from Joplin, Matt Bumgardner 
and Cynthia Spoering, who was just back from a vacation in the desert southwest (Grand Canyon, 
Bryce Canyon, Monument Valley, etc.). McDonald County had received a few inches of rain, so I 
wasn’t absolutely sure about the level of the creek we had to cross to get to the cave. Matt and 
Cynthia checked it out and said it was passable, so we geared up and marched to the cave with my 
22-foot extension ladder in tow. Those of us wearing rubber boots with the hopes of keeping our 
feet dry soon found that the clear-running creek would rooster-tail up over the tops of the boots 
and make for wet, soggy feet. Oh well. We tried, anyway. 

We hiked up to the cave entrance where we would discover that humans are more flexible than 
aluminum ladders. The wide, flat bellycrawl entrance was not much of a challenge until we reached 
the opening into the next wide, flat area. It wasn’t too narrow and it wasn’t too low, but with the 
ceiling in such close proximity, we couldn’t angle the ladder into the hole. No way, no how.   

 
Above: Lonnie Batson stands in the last of the tall 
domes.  Photo: Matt Bumgardner. 

Above right:  Cynthia Spoering stands in the last of 
the tall domes looking at the small opening into the 
drain crawl.  Photo: Matt Bumgardner. 

Right: A wide section of passage about a third of the 
way through the cave.  Photo: Matt Bumgardner  
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All I could think was “Oh no! We can’t get the ladders into the cave! How are we going to map the 
dome pits without the ladder?” However, we separated the halves of the ladder and found a barely 
manageable crack along the right wall in which the ladders could be shoved through from one 
caver to another.   

First thing we wanted to check was the loud, crashing waterfall sound! We could hear it from the 
cave entrance and just had to see what that was all about. We climbed and crawled about until we 
arrived. Oh my! The Waterfall Dome mapped in April had a noisy waterfall! I shot a short video of 
the 36-foot falls which emanated from a hole in the wall at the ceiling. The water immediately 
disappeared into the cobble floor. (Lonnie later said there was a small spring outside just down 
from the entrance.) 

We reached the main cave soon after that and with Lonnie and Jeff on one ladder piece and 
Cynthia and I manning the other half, we slowly made our way almost due south, carefully 
managing it through the cave-coral encrusted passage’s crawls and awkward pit traverses until we 
reached the very drippy, raining dome pits. We rejoined the ladder halves and climbed down the 
third dome pit in a drenching rain from the ceiling. After everyone was down (and wet), we 
repositioned the ladder up the other end of the pit and climbed the ladder again. The climb down 
in the fourth (and final) dome pit was free-climbable. 

Reaching for a Distometer 

Matt said there was a crawlway at the other end that might go. I climbed into it and just as I 
arrived at a three-way intersection, a distometer fell out of my pocket. Normally no big deal in a 
narrow crawlway except that right where it fell was a two-inch wide crack in the floor about three 
feet deep with a small stream at its floor. Guess what is just small enough to fit into that crack? 
Yep. Guess what was just big enough not to fit into that crack? My arm! 

“Oh no!” I shouted.  I implored the others for an object that might retrieve the object—a tripod, a 
stick—anything. Matt provided two sections of belt with a hook, but I needed something ridged. 
Matt and I hammered at the walls of the crack with a rock, which did widen it, but Matt’s arm 
wasn’t long enough to reach it. Jeff crawled in and was also able to extend his arm, but still 
couldn’t reach it. I gave him a six-inch rock, and he was able, after several tries, to prop up the 
distometer, grasp it and pulled it out. It had been resting in a small cave stream for much of half an 
hour and I feared the unit would be toast. However, it worked okay. 

As Jeff crawled back to the dome pit, I checked out the crawlway, estimating distances between 
turns. It angled west, then southwest, then west, occasionally walking passage. The small stream, 
which was the water from the dome pits, gurgled into an impassible slot in the wall and the 
passage angled south and pinched out. Maybe 70-100 feet of passage altogether. 

Surveying the Last Set of Shots 

I rejoined the others. I knew if we mapped the narrow, sinuous terminal crawlway, we would not 
finish the survey that day. We did not want to drag my extension ladder into the cave again. So I 
drew a sketch using my distance estimates and turns. We then proceeded to start mapping the 
dome pits. 

At first, everyone was involved in stretching tape and reading instruments, but after we passed the 
need for the ladder, everyone worked at getting the ladder back out of the cave while Cynthia and 
I were employed with mapping to the end of the April survey. Cynthia acted as lead tape and 
backsight instruments while I took frontsights and sketched. Matt did some photography not far 
away as the survey progressed to station #13. A final shot of 7.0 feet linked today’s survey with the 
previous survey line and the survey was complete. And the distometer was still working (!). 
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As we rejoined the others at the cars, the owner Troy Henson stopped by on his four-wheeler. He 
was happy to hear the survey was done. He enjoyed our story about getting the ladder in and out 
of the cave and nodded when we told him of the waterfall. 

Our trip back home, with a stop at a Denny’s for some well-deserved (and needed) food, was 
uneventful, just staying ahead of a thunderstorm which might have been very eventful. We had 
had enough adventure underground and didn’t need more. 

Thanks to everyone for their help in the survey—especially Lonnie—who made this project 
possible. It is an impressive cave, one of the more impressive caves in the Pierson Limestone.   
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Remembering Dave 

By Jonathan Beard, NSS 21408-RL (CO-FE) 

A 52-year-old man named David Cobb recently passed away. Most SPG members didn’t know 
him, but a few of us knew him well back in the late 1980s and 1990s as a caver with an 
intense interest for a few years. Some of you may have listened regularly to local radio 
stations when Dave worked as a DJ and announcer. He worked for a time co-hosting a 
morning show on KGBX with Cindy Rippe and/or Woody P. Snow. His radio name was Dave 
Roberts. He did the voice-over for many of their on-air commercials as well. His smooth, 
baritone voice was perfect for radio. He was also a natural-born comedian who left his 
friends laughing so hard it hurt. 

Dave’s Legacy Begins 

Dave moved to the Springfield area from southern California in the 1980s and one of the jobs 
he had was being a seasonal tour guide at Fantastic Caverns. It was there that Dave met Tom 
Morton, also working there as a seasonal guide at the time. Tom introduced him to Ozark 
Highlands Grotto, at that time the only active caving club in the Springfield area. By 1989, 
Dave was OHG president, a post he held for two years. He initiated a number of events that 
would change caving in southwest Missouri, and some became traditions within OHG. 
Perhaps the most prominent of those was an annual “Supertrip” in which OHG members 
would carpool to caving areas a full day’s travel away. Places like Kentucky, Indiana, 
Tennessee, South Dakota and New Mexico were visited—spectacular caves, great scenery 
and lots of fun. These trips are among the most memorable of my long caving career. 

Another event spearheaded by Dave was the rental of two full size vans in which 19 OHG 
members would ride to Waynesville where we all did a full day of caving in Roubidoux, 
Skaggs and Berry Caves (five caves altogether). Although the caves were great, the most 
memorable point was the 19 of us walking into a Pizza Hut, for which Dave had secured 
reservations. Because we had already visited two caves, some of us had run out of clean, dry 
clothing and just walked in, literally dripping mud. We ordered pizzas and sodas, ate until we 
were full. Because we had left the seats and carpet muddy for sure, we left the waitress a 
$40 tip to make up for the mud. I remember she ran out of the restaurant after us to thank 
us for the tip. That’s almost $80 in today’s money. 

It was Dave, as president of OHG, who made a proclamation that OHG would be a drug-free 
organization and that caving under the influence was not tolerated. That same edict would 
eventually be written into the SPG Constitution and Bylaws some 16 years later when SPG 
was created.  Without knowing it, Dave had a profound effect even in present-day caving. 

My First NSS Convention 

I’ve been to eight week-long national conventions of the National Speleological Society and 
will attend my ninth, held in Missouri this year, in July. But it was Dave who asked me if I 
wanted to attend my first convention, in 1989. He and I drove to Tennessee, attended 
sessions, workshops, seminars and caved our brains out in three states that form the 
acronym TAG (Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia). Although Dave’s interests in caves waned after 
the early 1990s, I attended additional conventions from time to time. None will beat the first 
one, I don’t think.  
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I am confident if Dave had not sought a partner to accompany him to the 1989 NSS 
Convention, I would never have attended any. I only needed to attend one to 

realize it wouldn’t be my last. They are the biggest caving events in America. 

The OUL 

Dave and Tom initiated many caving trips including some to Tom and Cathy Aley’s Tumbling 
Creek Cave in Taney County where we conducted some cave restoration at Tom Aley’s 
direction. Cathy Aley fed us well for our restoration work at the Ozark Underground 
Laboratory, and their bunk house was used a number of times to sleep and eat while we 
were there. Dave wound up working for the Aleys for a couple of years. A number of cavers 
have from time to time including Tom Morton and Eric and Charity Hertzler. 

During the time, I knew Dave, I was mapping the caves of Swartz Canyon in Kansas and 
attended meetings of the Kansas Speleological Society. On one weekend, Dave accompanied 
me to experience gypsum caves. His comic genius had the Kansas cavers in stitches the 
whole weekend, and although Dave would never accompany me to Kansas again, the KSS 
members would ask about him for years to come. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unforgettable Dave 

And that was how it was to know Dave Cobb.  He was unforgettable. He may not have been a 
caver for long, but without knowing it, he helped shape caving in Springfield for many years 
to come. 

Although I didn’t see or hear much of Dave after Y2K and not at all in the last several years, 
Dave will be remembered fondly. I’m grateful I had the opportunity to be his friend for a 
while. 

Left to right: Jonathan Beard, Dave Cobb, Alicia Beard. 1990s Tumbling Creek Cave trip. 
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About SPG  

Springfield Plateau Grotto (SPG) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization made up primarily of southwest 
Missourians who share a common interest in cave conservation, surveying and management. Project-
oriented, the group works in tandem with public agencies and private landowners to enhance understanding 
of caves and foster awareness of the importance of conserving the cave environment. SPG works in 
cooperation with the Missouri Speleological Survey to document, map and study caves and is a cooperating 
member of the Missouri Caves & Karst Conservancy. 

SPG is very serious about our commitment to the well being of Missouri's caves and the cavers who visit 
them. Our members are active in cave exploration, mapping, restoration, gating and management.  

SPG membership in the organization is not automatic upon payment of the dues. If you are interested in 
exploring membership with us, please visit the SPG website and attend our monthly meetings.  

Thank you for your interest in SPG and our endeavors. 
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